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GlossaRy

8-incher: a mat that is eight inches thick
Aerial: a cartwheel without hands
Arch-up: a conditioning move where you lie on 
your stomach and arch your back so your chest 
and legs come off the floor
Back Handspring: a tumbling skill where you 
jump off two feet, arch backward to push off 
your hands and finish back on your feet



Back Hip Circle: a bar skill where you begin in 
a front support and circle backwards around the 
bar back to a front support
Back Tuck: a skill where you perform a 
backwards salto in the tucked position
Back Tumbling: a series of tumbling skills 
where you go backwards (usually beginning 
with a round-off back handspring)
Backswing: part of the tap swing on bars where 
you swing backwards
Basic Tumbling: fundamental floor skills that 
concentrate on correct technique and form
Body Wave: a dance move where you fluidly 
move your body so it makes a wave-like motion
Boot: a device used to immobilize your foot or 
ankle after an injury
Bungee: surgical tubing or therapy band used 
for drills or rehab
Burpee: a conditioning series where you begin 
in a standing position, then squat and put your 
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hands on the floor, kick your feet back to a 
push-up position, jump your feet back to a squat 
position and straighten your legs to a standing 
position
Cartwheel: a tumbling skill where you place 
each one hand on the floor one at a time while at 
the same time kicking and straddling your legs 
over the top like a windmill, finishing on one 
foot at a time in a standing position
Cast: a skill on bars where you begin in a front 
support and end up in a hollow body position 
anywhere from below horizontal to all the way 
up to vertical (handstand)
Complex: a series of basic skills used together 
to create a warm-up or workout for an event
Conditioning: a specific workout designed to 
strengthen specific muscles
Core: the part of your body from your ribcage 
down to the tops of your thighs



Crunch: an abdominal conditioning move 
where you do a partial sit-up
Dive Roll: a forward roll that you jump into, 
getting flight before your hands touch the floor
Double Back: a skill where you perform two 
backwards saltos in one flip
Double Layout: a skill where you perform two 
backwards saltos in the laid-out position in one 
flip
Event: an apparatus in gymnastics
Flexibility: an important part of gymnastics 
where you stretch your muscles so they become 
more loose and pliable
Flyaway: a bar dismount where you perform a 
tap swing and let go of the bar to do a salto to 
your feet
Foam Block Pit: an in-ground area filed with 
foam pieces used for training
Free Hip Circle: a back hip circle without 
touching your hips to the bar
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Free Hip Pull: a drill for a free hip circle
Front Aerial: a skill where you perform a front 
walkover with no hands
Front Handspring: a tumbling skill where you 
reach forward, put your hands on the floor and 
flip back up to your feet
Front Hip Circle: a bar skill where you begin 
in a front support, circle forward around the bar 
and end up in front support
Front Mill Circle: a bar skill where you split the 
bar and circle forward around the bar
Front Support: a position on bars or beam 
where you hold your body up with straight arms 
so that your thighs are resting on the apparatus
Gienger: a release move on bars where you 
perform a half-twisting salto usually in the piked 
or laid-out position and catch the bar
Giant: a circle on the bar where you begin in 
a handstand and swing in a straight line all the 



way around the bar back to handstand, keeping 
your arms straight overhead the entire time
Glide Swing: a bar skill where you swing under 
the bar (the first part of a glide kip)
Grips: pieces of leather strapped to your hands 
to protect them and help them grip the bar
Gush Mat: an above-ground pit used for training
Handstand: a position where you stand 
vertically on your hands
Handstand Flat Back: a vault where after you 
jump on the board, you do a handstand and fall 
to your back in a tight body position (the level 4 
competitive vault)
Handstand Hops: a drill where you do a 
handstand and block with your shoulders so your 
hands hop off the floor
Handstand Pirouette: a skill where you balance 
on your hands and pick one hand up at a time, 
turning it before placing it back down again, so 
you complete a circular motion
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Handstand Push-up: a push-up performed in 
the handstand position
High Kick: a dance skill where you stand on 
one foot and kick the other leg above horizontal
Hollow Body Position: a position where your 
body is rounded; the opposite of a tight arch 
position
Jump: a dance skill where you take off one or 
two feet and land on two feet
Jumping Jack: a move where you begin 
standing with your arms at your sides and your 
feet together, jump and being your feet apart 
and your arms up, then jump again back to the 
beginning position
Kip: a bar skill where you do a glide swing, 
bring your toes to the bar, pull down with your 
arms and finish in a front support
Kip Pull: a drill for a glide kip
Layout Step Out: a skill where you perform a 
back handspring step out with no hands



Leap: a dance skill where you take off of one 
foot and land on one foot
Leg Lift: a conditioning move where you hang 
straight down from the bar and lift your toes to 
the bar
Long Hang Kip: a kip on the high bar
Mini Tramp: a small, usually square trampoline 
used in drills and training
Nationals: the last meet of the level 10 season 
where the best level 10s in the country qualify 
to compete
Optionals: the term used for levels 7-elite; those 
competitors that make up their own routines
Panel Mat: a thin mat segmented so it can stack 
on top of itself and make a thick mat
Pike: a body position where your legs are 
straight and together and your hips are bent at a 
90-degree angle
Pit: a very thick cushiony mat, usually in-ground
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Plyometrics: a conditioning circuit where you 
continually jump on top of and over blocks for a 
period of time
Pre-wrap: a spongy wrap used under tape
Press Handstand: a skill where you press your 
shoulders over your hands and either straddle or 
pike up into a handstand position
Pull-up: a conditioning move where you hang 
straight down from the bar and bend your elbows 
to lift your body and bring your chin over the bar
Pullover: a skill on bars where you begin in 
a hanging position (or on the floor under the 
low bar) and lift your hips to the bar and circle 
backwards around the bar until you finish in a 
front support
Rehabilitation (rehab): an activity where you 
strengthen an injured body part
Release Move: a skill on bars where you let go 
of the bar and then catch it again



Rip: when a piece of skin tears off your hand, 
usually on bars
Round-off: a skill where you begin like a 
cartwheel, but you bring your feet together in the 
middle and land on two feet
Running Drills: drills to enforce the proper 
running technique, especially for vault and 
tumbling
Season: the part of the year during which you 
compete
Series: a connection of dance or acro elements 
on beam or floor
Single-leg Shoot Through: a bar skill where 
you cast and place one foot through your hands
Single Rail: a stand-alone bar used for training; 
can be either a high bar or a low bar
Skip: a skill where you jump off of one foot, 
bringing your other toe to your knee and 
switching each step
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Splits: a flexibility skill where one leg is in 
the front of the other and your legs open to a 
180-degree angle
Spotting Block: a hard mat used by a coach to 
stand on in order to better reach a gymnast while 
spotting
Squat-on: a bar skill where you tuck your knees 
so both feet land on the low bar between your 
hands, usually to catch the high bar
Star Chart: a motivational tool used in the Gym 
Rats series where gymnasts place a star next to 
skills they have accomplished
Table: the vaulting apparatus in gymnastics
Tap Swing: the type of swing that makes up 
most bar skills (hollow past the low bar, tight 
arch under the low bar, snap back to a hollow 
body)
Tight Arch: a body position where you are 
arched, but still very tight; the opposite of hollow



Toe Hop: a conditioning move where you stand 
on high toe with your arms straight overhead and 
you push through your toes so your feet come off 
the ground (you usually perform many of these 
in a row, as in a rebound)
Tuck Jump: a jump performed in the tuck 
position
Tumble Track: a long trampoline used for 
drills, especially to help in the development of 
tumbling skills
Turn: a dance skill where you perform a pirouette 
on one or both feet
Underswing: a bar skill where you lean 
backwards under the bar and shoot your toes to 
the ceiling (the level 4 dismount)
V-up: an abdominal conditioning move where 
you lie flat on the floor with your arms overhead, 
then fold your body into a pike position and 
touch your fingers to your toes
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Yurchenko Half: a vault skill where you 
perform a round-off onto the springboard, a back 
handspring onto the vault table and a salto with a 
half-twist, before landing on the floor


